


Orgullo (Pride) is an exhibition that portrays the dignity of the Dominican
Transgender and Transsexual collective and other personalities of the LGBTI
group, who, despite the adversities they face continuously, by assuming their
gender identity, remain firm and constant. Being their expression one of
their one of the greatest victories towards equality and respect for human
diversity. 

The exhibition features documentary images captured by Carlos Rodríguez
during several LGBTI Pride Caravans in the Dominican Republic.  

This exhibition is supported by the UNPD United Nations Development
Program in the Dominican Republic, COIN The Integral Orientation and
Research Center, COTRAVETD The Community of Trans, Travestis and Sex
Workers and CCESD the Cultural Center of Spain of Santo Domingo. 
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"A part of social progress involves understanding that a person is not defined solely by their sexuality, 
race or gender " - Tim Cook. 

At the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights, It was decided that all the States of the world should
promote and protect fundamental human rights and freedom of its citizens. In the Dominican Republic 
the LGBTI community has been fighting for the recognition of these rights and freedoms, despite of the
progress of the collective, transgender people continue to be the main victims of hatred crimes,  
from 2006 to date there have been 43 cases of homicide of people Trans. 

This is why the Orgullo exhibition is in full relevance when approaching us, inviting us to observe beyond 
our fears. 

The exhibition is a tribute to Francis Taylor, Kimberly Sody, Chacabana and all the people who have 
dared to BE themselves despite the adversities, this becoming an examples of inspiration and 
dignity for the entire LGBTI community. 

About the Author 

Carlos Rodríguez is a visual artist, with experience in art, commercial and documentary photography and
film. His work experience covers a wide spectrum, from fashion weeks, Republic bateyes of the  
Dominican Republic, editorial and portrait sessions; theaters, film shoots, advertising campaigns, spiritual
celebrations and social manifestations.  Trans'It, award-winning documentary produced and directed by
Carlos Rodríguez, recently completed the film festival circuit rounds.  

Curated by Michelle Ricardo  

@carlosrodriguez.do @chellericardo @cotravetd @ccesantodomingo fb-cvccoin fb-pnudrd 

EXHIBITION TEXT



This is exhibition was first showcased in the  

Cultural Center of Spain in Santo Domingo  

from June to August of 2017  
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